**Grade 5 Homework: Term 2 - Week 3**  
**(Special Edition!)

**English - Speaking & Listening**

You've got a week to prepare a speech!  
Each person will have the same topic:

"**My Greatest Achievement...**"

It can be any achievement at all, in sport, music, art, at school, at home, on a school camp... as long as it is about an achievement that you are really proud of. Your speech should tell us about it and tell us why you see this achievement as your greatest success.

You need to speak for at least 1 minute, but no longer than 2 minutes.  
No objects or pictures, just you and your palm cards.

Think about the things we listed that make a good speech.  
Prepare at home, rehearse too!

Your presentation will be filmed by your teacher. You will assess yourself and be assessed by a peer and your teacher on the following criteria:

* The content of the presentation  
* Your eye contact and audience connection  
* The use of your voice - volume and expression  
* The presentation as a whole

Be prepared to present your speech next week - from Monday 19th May.

GOOD LUCK!

---

**Reminders & iCal dates**

★ Homework and Reading Diaries due each Friday

★ Camp Reminders:
  * Are your payments and notices up to date?
  * Have you looked at the clothing list and made sure you have all the items?
  * Do you have any good G or PG rated movies that you would be happy to lend for the week?
  * Would you like any particular songs played at the disco?
  * Are you preparing an act for Red Faces?
  * What will you dress up in for the Dress Up Dinner (something starting with your grade's letter ie. M, R etc)?

★ Tuesday 13th May - NAPLAN: Writing & Language Conventions
★ Wednesday 14th May - NAPLAN: Reading
★ Thursday 15th May - NAPLAN: Maths